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Abstxact. The purpose of this paper is to find iI nccessar) and sufficient condition fltr the euis- 
trn~~ of ;L decoillposi!ion of a ~omplcte graph with given number of vc;tices into regular bichro- 
ma% ticfor ;uld v.1 artswcr thy’ question what is the possible number of factors in such a de- 
c~?rnp~~iun 
Throughout this paper the word graph will mean a finite undirected 
graph witherrt loops and multiple edges. having at least one cc&~. if G 
is a graph, then b’(G) (resp. H(2) is the vertex set bcsp. edge \et I of 
ii. Wy Kn we dknote the complctc graph with the vertcu .-et I’( K,, 1 = 
r’1.2 )..” ri; . A graph G is a bichromatic graph if there exists a dcc~m- 
position of k’( 1‘) into two t~lasscs of vertices 1” and I”’ VJCh th;it cur> 
ledge of EiG 1 joins two vertices belonging to dit’fcrcnt cl;~~s ot‘ { 2,’ ‘, C”’ 
Then &viously it is possible to colour the vertices of (; by Wo wfours 
so that evev crtgc of G joins two vutkcs havi:lg &ffercM i’010urs ( V’ 
ami V” arc then the ssts of “‘chromatic equivalent” vertices). A graph 
G is re:kgJlar iff ali vertices of G have the same ciegree. A subgraph I*‘ of 
47 is a fan. fsr of G iff V(F) = I*‘( G ). 
Proof. According to the definition of a hichromatic graph every &ge ;Pf 
E(C) joins a vertex of kf’ with a vertex of 1”‘. Th:=rcforc, if WC &note by 
~1, (u) the etcgrec of the vertex u in G, we have obviously: 
Lemma 
!I
 
- 
. Proof. The v;.tl;di ty of this theorem ~olilnws from the vahdit~~ af Theorem t c 
f I:nmed.iat _,4 el if tl is 0x23, while if PI is u&I then v;‘c obtain ;I ds~ornpo- 
sition elf K, from a decaqxxitian of k’,,l after deleting the vcrtt”x do- 
noM by n+ i. We r~41 *that in the proof of the fact that k is the min- 
inut number of bichromAs factors in a decotllposition of K, into hi- 
chron~atic factors, we did not suppose that the Q’s arc’ rqular. ] 
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linear factors of l)i is ‘1 regular bichromatic fxtor of A’, . In this way 
we can obtain from Fi ;P decomposition of FI into I=~ regular bichromatic 
factors (each of which being ako a regular bichromatic CL tar of AI, ) 
for every ri such that 1 G Pi G die Therefore K, can be c~oniposed into 
r regular bichromatic factors for every I for which WC have i” = pI + r2 =t 
. . . + ‘& aPd I G ri G di (i = 1*2* **a* k 1. Hence the decomposition of K, 
with the required properties exists for every r for which we have 
k G r < tz 1 (because d, + d, + . . . -1 CI, = n 0 1. The validity of other 
assertions of Theorem 3 is oh;iious directly from Theorem I. 
Remark 2. If the factors of a decomposition of K, must be bichroma tic 
but need not be regular, then the number of factors, can hc obviously 
pre;titer than n - 1, but this number equals at most the number ‘;) of 
edges of K,. The decomposition F = {F, , F2, . . . . Frf of K, into r = (; J 
bichroma tic factors c;;n be defined in the following way : every factor . 
F, contains exactly one edge of A’, . Therefore a gewr;llization of Theo- 
rem 3 for the case of an odd r2 is of no interc% 
